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Abstract—The paper discusses the possibility of applying a non-linear analysis approach on air density distribution within lung airways tree at any level of branching1. Computed Tomography (CT) 2 source images of the lung are subjected to two phases of treatment in order to produce a fractal coefficient of the air density distribution. In the first phase, raw pixel values from source images, corresponding to all possible air densities, are processed by a software tool, developed in order to, construct a product image. This is done through Cascading Elimination of Unwanted Elements (CEUE): a preprocessing analysis step of the source image. It identifies values of air density within the airways tree, while eliminating all non-air-density values. Then, during the second phase, in an iterative manner, a process of Resolution Diminution Iterations (RDI) takes place. Every resolution reduction produces a new resultant histogram. A resultant histogram is composed of a number of peaks, each of which corresponding to a cluster of air densities. A curve is plotted for each resolution reduction versus the number of peaks counted at this particular resolution. It permits the calculation of the fractal dimension from the regression slope of log-log power law plot.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization estimates 600 million people worldwide have Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) [1]. Lung cancer, stomach cancer and Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) will be the 5th, 8th and 9th most common causes of death respectively [1]. An economic analysis of data from a large-scale international survey (in Canada, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Spain, the U.K and the U.S.A.), results demonstrated lost productivity due to COPD has a particularly high impact on the economy in France, The Netherlands and the U.K. accounting for 67%, 50% and 41% of overall costs, respectively [1]. COPD is a major and increasing health problem, which is predicted to become the third commonest cause of death and the fifth commonest cause of disability in the world by 2020 [2]. Between 1966 and 1995, the age-adjusted death rates for coronary heart disease and stroke declined by 45% and 58%, respectively, whereas the death rate for COPD increased by 71%! [2]. Because of the enormous burden of disease and escalating healthcare costs, there is now renewed interest in the underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms and a search for new therapies, resulting in re-evaluation of the disease [2]. Between 45 and 65% of patients with COPD are not formally diagnosed because many accept breathlessness and limited exercise tolerance as features of aging and regard their smoker’s cough as normal. In Spain, 9% of adults aged between 40 and 70 yr are affected by COPD [3], although only 22% are diagnosed and receive some kind of treatment for their disease [4]. In the “Confronting COPD in North America and Europe” survey [5], attempts were made to overcome such problems by collecting data on symptoms suggestive of COPD as well as recording doctor-diagnosed COPD. On the basis of these criteria, the prevalence of COPD in smokers was shown to be consistent across many countries (ranging from 5.4% in the Netherlands and 4.5% in the United States and Canada to 3.2% in France) [6]. The interpretation of experimental results from functional medical imaging is complicated by inter-subject and inter-species differences in airway geometry [7]. The application of computational models in understanding the significance of these differences requires methods for generation of subject-specific geometric models of the bronchial airway tree [7]. So in such manner like that the trees have been extended to model the entire conducting airway system, by using a volume-filling algorithm to generate airway centerlines locations within detailed volume descriptions of the lungs or lobes.

The term fractal is used to designate objects that are self-similar and have details at different scales. Fractal dimension is a measure to quantify how densely fractal occupies the space in which it lies. This characteristic has been used in texture classification [8]. Many natural objects do display some degree of ‘statistical’ self-similarity, at least over a limited range of spatial or temporal scales. For
example, lung’s branches show statistical self-similarity over 14 dichotomies, and trees branching over 8 dichotomies [9].

The overall goal of this work is: attempting to get such a tool, based on a non-linear analysis approach, in order to make precise evaluation of the air sac wall collapse and to facilitate research and application of lung image analysis.

II. FRACTAL GEOMETRY APPLICATIONS IN BIOLOGY

Fractal geometry has proven to be a useful tool in quantify the structure of a wide range of idealized and naturally occurring objects, from pure mathematics, through physics and chemistry, to biology and medicine.

In the past few years fractal analysis techniques of nonlinear systems have gained increasing attention in signal and image processing, especially in medical sciences; pathology, neuropsychiatry, cardiology… Etc. As example, Heart Rate Variability (HRV) is a physiological phenomenon defined as variation in the normal-to-normal RR intervals during normal sinus rhythm. It reflects the effects of the autonomic nervous system and other physiological control mechanisms on cardiac function. HRV is not a clearly periodic or regular phenomenon, and the HRV signal is sooner nonlinear than linear [10, 11].

A number of new methods like fractal analysis have been recently developed to quantify complex heart rate dynamics [12-13]. They may reveal abnormalities in time-series data and the break down of fractal properties that are not apparent when conventional statistics are used [11], [14-16]. Also nonlinear mechanisms included, fractal approach are involved in studying the genesis of heart rate dynamics [17, 18], analysis of the dynamic behavior of cardiac signals, therefore by this mechanism has opened up a new approach towards the assessment of normal and pathological cardiovascular behavior.

The present work intends to describe fractal techniques and its applications by concentrating on applications of fractal geometry.

III. DIMENSIONAL MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE

It is used to think that a good measurement is characterized by its mean and variance and that a good theory is characterized by its ability to predict the values measured in an experiment. The property of nonlinear systems called fractals has now taught that this isn’t necessarily true. Data from fractal systems extend over many scales and so cannot be characterized by a single characteristic average number. This means that a valid mathematical model will not be able to predict the values of the time series.

In (1949) Erwin Chargaff, who discovered that the amounts of A (adenine) and T (thymine) are paired with the amounts of G (guanine) and C (cytosine) in Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA), wrote that it is not the goal of science to tear at the tapestry of the world and pull out the threads and determine the color of each thread. It is the goal of science to see the picture on the tapestry. Here, we would like to step back a bit from the tapestry of nonlinear systems and try to make clear two important things: 1) how to use statistics to analyze the experimental data and 2) how to judge the validity of given mathematical models. These bases are often stated in technical terms, but here it is needed to make their dramatic implications for everyday science as clear as possible.

Lewis and Rees (1985) [19], determined the fractal dimension of protein surfaces (2 <= D <= 3) using microprobes. A mean surface dimension of D = 2.4 was determined using microprobe radii ranging from 1-3.5 angstroms. More highly irregular surfaces (D > 2.4) were found to be sites of inter-protein interaction. Wagner et al. (1985) [20], estimated the fractal dimension of helium and iron-sulfur proteins using crystallographic coordinates of the carbon backbone. They found that the structural fractal dimension correlated positively with the temperature dependence of protein relaxation rates.

Takahashi (1989) [21], hypothesized that the basic architecture of a chromosome is tree-like, consisting of a concatenation of 'mini-chromosomes'. A fractal dimension of D = 2.34 was determined from an analysis of first and second order branching patterns in a human metaphase chromosome.

Xu et al. (1994) [22], hypothesized that the twisting of DNA binding proteins have fractal properties.

Xu et al. (1994) [22], hypothesized that the twisting of DNA binding proteins have fractal properties.

IV. GEOMETRIC SCALING APPROACH

Analysis of the geometry of the scan-based and model-based airways has verified their consistency with measures from previous anatomical studies, and has provided new anatomical data for the bronchial tree. The fractal dimension is most commonly estimated from the regression slope of log-log power law plot. However, the definition of 'independent' and 'dependent' variables is not straightforward in such applications [25]. This is a serious but largely unrecognized problem, for using least square regression in this way results in a biased slope estimate increase in dimension: a rough curve has a dimension between 1 and 2, and a rough surface has a dimension somewhere between 2 and 3.
One of the applications of the bronchial tree model is to make simulations of inert gas mixing [26] and airway thermodynamics. Others have similarly attempted to generate bronchial tree models [27]. Using an identical parameter set, the volume-filling algorithm has produced airway trees with branching asymmetry appropriate for the human lung, demonstrating the dependence of the method on the shape of the lung or lobe volume. The human bronchial tree has an asymmetric branching pattern, but it is more symmetric than other mammalian lungs [28].

How long is the coastline of Great Britain? At first sight this question may seem trivial. Given a map one can sit down with a ruler and soon come up with a value for the length. The problem is that repeating the operation with a larger scale map yields a greater estimate of the length. If we actually went to the coast and measured it directly, then still greater estimates would result. It turns out that as the scale of measurement decreases the estimated length increases without limit [24]. Thus, if the scale of the (hypothetical) measurements were to be infinitely small, then the estimated length would become infinitely large! Lewis Fry Richardson noted this dependence of measured length on the measuring scale used. In discussing measurement, scale can be characterized in terms of a measuring stick of a particular length: the finer the scale, the measurement, scale can be characterized in terms of a measuring stick of a particular length: the finer the scale, the shorter the stick. Thus at any particular scale, we can think of a curve as being represented by a sequence of sticks.

V. Numerical Image Analysis Problem

Low Attenuation Areas (LAA) considered as a characteristic of emphysema. One technique identifies arias of low attenuation based on a single density index threshold or a range of density indices. Here, any areas having densities, lower than 910 Hounsfield Units (HU)³, or in the lowest fifth percentile, or falling within a given range of densities of the histogram are considered to be emphysematous. The lowest fifth percentile of the histogram of emphysematous subjects has been shown to correlate well with the surface area of walls of distal air spaces per unit lung volume [29, 30].

The second method computes the mean lung density as a defining characteristic of emphysema. These studies have reported good correlation with some pulmonary function tests [29].

Many models could aid in the ability to interrogate model-based hypotheses regarding the principles that govern the regional distribution of ventilation and perfusion, with the ability to evaluate the model predictions by comparison with in vivo measures based on imaging of the individual from whom the model was constructed. Anatomic customized models of different individuals or different species can be used to probe the sensitivity of predictions to differences in geometry, whether subtle (normal temporal change in airway caliber of an individual) or major (between species).

³ The density assigned to a pixel in a CT (computed tomography) scan on an arbitrary scale on which air has a density −1000; water, 0; and compact bone +1000.

The dimension of a fractal curve is a number that characterizes the way in which the measured length between given points increases as scale decreases [31, 32]. First challenge that faced the application of the analysis technique was how to get a digital plan of the fine structure of all the levels and generations of lung airways. This plan that maps the whole air pixel intensities is essential for further steps of image processing. It will be obtained as a final result of Cascading Elimination of Unwanted Elements (CEUE) process.

VI. APPLIED TECHNIQUE AND MANIPULATION STEPS

The chosen characterized morphological parameter "fractal dimension" quantifies the relative number of small values compared to the large values, and it is related to the slope of log-log power law plot. With the availability of a realistic structural description and a more precise mapping of the lung architecture, simulations that concern the gas flow and particle deposition can now be performed with higher accuracy [33]. The availability of a realistic computer representation of the lung that can be scaled is an important step forward in lung research, toxicology and clinical applications including functional predictions [34]. While the predictions of ventilation are established in clinical routine, methods based on conventional CT-data are not since data only up to the seventh order is resolved [33]. Although fractals are irregular, not all irregular structures or erratic time series are fractal. A key feature of the class of fractals seen in biology is a distinctive type of long-range order, [12]. This property generates correlations that extend over many scales of space or time.

Using the act of modifying whole image’s resolution in textural features extraction is the base of proposed image treatments in this work, which is different from the studies entries illustrated in some sections above.

In order to prepare the source image, figure 1, for an iterative Resolution Diminution Iterations (RDI) process, that there is a proven obvious need to eliminate many areas that will badly affect the detected Region of Interest (ROI) histogram, figure 2.

In the first step of CEUE, an automatic mask is established, shown in figure 3 for processing the source image. Treated image histogram at this step of eliminate unwanted data is shown in figure 4.

After that many sequences must be applied to archive the elimination process. End product image shown in figure 5 represents the optimal image at the end of CEUE treatments, and figure 6 displays its Histogram plot. This is done as a first phase of treatment to eliminate unwanted data which followed by RDI treatments. The image analysis features, of MATLAB program, facilitated this study. These included: providing the automated mask, encoding all pixels in the image, defining their values and conducting all RDI steps in an exceedingly short time.
VII. SURVEILLANCE IMPLICATIONS POINTS

The proposed fractal tool is based on the nonlinear approach. Its efficiency in characterizing the self-similar properties of the lung airways properties needs to be verified to validate the tool’s punctuality. This is discerned by two verification points.

The first verification is realized by the demonstration of the success the CEUE treatments by the proposed tool, through a visual comparison between three histograms for these images respectively; source image, treated image at first step in CEUE process, and product image, as seen in figure 2, figure 4, and figure 6. The second is the directly proportional relationship between the counted numbers of peaks at each step of RDI process, figure 7, representing clusters of air intensity values, in the histogram versus the image texture resolution, as demonstrated in figure 8.

Figure 8 displays the reduction of peaks number, representing clusters of air intensity values histogram, as a result of modification the resolution in an iterative manner of the produced image from CEUE phase.

It takes place by increasing its scanning scale width. In his phase every resolution reduction by increasing the reading scale width produces a new resultant histogram.

A resultant histogram is composed of a number of peaks, each of which corresponding to a cluster of air densities. This illustrated correlation is an essential characteristic of the adopted theoretical approach.

VIII. FRACTAL MULTI-SCALE COMPLEXITY SOLUTION

For complex processes, fractal long-range correlations are the mechanism underlying a memory effect; the value of some variable like heart rate at a particular time is related not only to immediately preceding values, but also to fluctuations in the remote past. Certain diseases are marked by a breakdown of this long-range organization property producing an uncorrelated randomness.
A number of different statistical evaluations were performed to describe the properties of the new established geometric reference model [33]. The model has a tree-like structure where the trachea is the ‘stem’ and the bronchi and bronchioles branch out from the trachea. This means the model is considered to be a bifurcating system: each parent branch, b parent, gives rise to two daughter branches b 1 and b 2 which are generally asymmetrical with respect to branch dimension and volume of lung supplied by each daughter branch. Individual properties of branches are named Analogical, e.g. A 1 and A 2 are the cross-sectional area of daughter branches; having considered 1453 branches, 727 of these are endpoints, below referred to as leaves of the tree. Every branch supports downstream a certain part of the total lung volume.

A key to the statistical description is the way in which the bronchial tree elements are numerically ordered. Traditional ordering assigns the trachea to the first order, the immediate daughter branches are second order and so on, a schema that is referred to as Weibel ordering. If asymmetric branching patterns prevail, branches having different diameter may have the same order, which produces inconsistencies in subsequent statistical evaluations.

Complex fluctuations with the statistical properties of fractals have not only been described for heart-rate variability but also for fluctuations in respiration, systemic blood pressure, [35] human gait, [36] and white blood cell counts, [37] as well as certain ion-channel kinetics Furthermore, if scale-invariance is a central organizing principle of physiological structure and function, we can make a general, but potentially useful, prediction about what might happen when these systems are severely perturbed. If a functional system is self organized in such a way that it does not have a characteristic scale of length or time, a reasonable anticipation would be a breakdown of scale-free structure or dynamics with disease.

How does a system behave after such a pathological transformation? The antithesis of a scale-free (fractal) system—i.e., one with multiple scales is one that is dominated by one frequency or scale. A system that has only one dominant scale becomes especially easy to recognize and characterize because such a system is by definition periodic i.e., it repeats its behavior in a highly predictable (regular) pattern.

The paradoxical appearance of highly periodic dynamics in many disease states (disorder) is one of the most compelling examples of the notion of complexity loss in disease. Complexity here refers specifically to a multi-scale, fractal-type of variability in structure or function.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The designed software does not need any complementary programs like curve fitting or non-linear integration programs. It has a relatively small size, it is compatible with Windows operating system, and can be run adequately by a trained person. The software can also be converted to C or C++ languages, extending its usability to other platforms; it can be uploaded to any type of CT’s mainframe systems as well as the internal PACS system of a hospital.

The software can manipulate images in (JPEG) 4 and (DICOM) format. It does not require a large amount of time to treat the source image in the preprocessing CEUE analysis nor in the RDI iteration-processes until it reaches the phase where calculation of the fractal dimension from the regression slope of log-log power law plot is made. It could be useful for pulmonary research centers interested in applying such a tool for lung diseases diagnosis in addition to studying the changes in disease severity especially during evaluation and follow up of novel and current therapies.

This work benefits from the Fractal geometry to reveal the self-similarity properties (Fractal feature) of the detected Region of Interest (ROI) histogram by the developed software. It reflects precisely the fractal geometry in lung medical images. The presented tool is a try to analyze the density distributions of air within lung airways by non-linear approach.

4 Joint Photographic Experts Group is a group of experts on graphics and photography who developed a standard for compressing photographic data.
The intention of this method is to create a model applicable in clinical practice. The only equipment necessary is computer software for quantitative CT measurements and linear regression analysis.

Fractal approach is a unifying concept integrating scale-dependence and complexity, both of which are central to our understanding of biological patterns and processes.

The statistical power of the current study will be able to perceive sensation when applying it on large number of lung specimens.

Better mathematical characterization of the lung airways helps to provide more efficient delivery of inhaled medications, and to a better understanding of the effects of specific pollution materials, smoke, suspected industrial activities, and respiratory diseases.
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